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A
Career
guidance
session
on
“Personality Enhancement” was delivered by
Mohammed Abdullah, Director of Conduira
Education
and
Training
Services,
Vishakhapatnam for the students of 3/4 CSE on
Mar 15th ,2013.
The speaker with lot of enthusiasm
delivered his journey in brief right from
schooling from a government school to a
successful Co-founder of Conduira Limited.

He narrated few key points which interviewers
usually look for.
•

•

•
•

The objective of the session was to
acquaint with the skill set students need to
posses before they attend placements. As
attending an interview for a job is not just about
being pro in subjects, but one has to consider lot
of other things, which many tend to oversee or
neglect.

Mr. Abdullah started the session with lots
of positive energy and took over the complete
attention of all the student audiences present in
the Seminar Hall throughout the session.
Keeping in mind the present recession scenario
into consideration speaker has stressed that in
order to get a deserving job one has to excel
both in Academic and Communication Skills.

One of the important parameter on which
Success of interview is depends is
confidence level of a candidate, the level
of confidence reflects in the body
language of a person and as there is a
strong connection between English
language and confidence. People good at
English language tend to appear more
confident in expressing their thoughts.
One can experience the true character of
an individual under pressure situation
for eg interviews. In order to overcome
pressure situations one has to build
higher confidence levels.
One has to concentrate beyond the
academic subjects being taught in
curriculum.
Up-gradation of knowledge is the key to
success in the present condition. “People
with higher knowledge and good
communication skills will succeed,
whereas, the mediocre or people with
high knowledge and less communication
skills have less chances of success,” he
added.

Mr. Abdullah stressed that, “Past is past
so never regret on bad past but present makes a
foundation for future so work at your best in
present to make your future bright”.

•

Giving details on skill sets required for
interviews,

•
•

Mr Abdullah pointed out that following
•

•

Interview is nothing but a scenario
where you are trying to sell yourself. One
should be able to communicate, what he
or she can do for the recruiting company,
we get only two minutes to sell our
degree and those two minutes are more
than sufficient to express yourself.
One has to prepare well on the subjects
and do some homework about the
recruiting company, before the interview
date.

Understand your weaknesses and
strengths. When it comes to comparing
oneself with others so it is always good
to compare our strengths with other
weakness because it boots up our
confidence and never demean oneself by
comparing our weakness and others
strengths. Talk more of strengths and
avoid talking of your weaknesses until
asked for.
Bring the interviewer to your strong
areas.
Showcase your positive qualities with
the right usage of words is very
essential.

Mr. Abdullah concluded session by
conveying few very important points one has to
focus on decent dress code, mannerism of hand
shaking , greeting people and sitting postures
,final but not the least one has to carry a
charming smile as it make lot of difference.

